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An Implicit Second Order Numerical Method
for Two-Fluid Models

I. TOUMI

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
DMT/SERMA. Bat 470

CE Saclay,91191 Gif-sur-Yvette
FRANCE

Abstract

We present an implicit upwind numerical method
for a six equation two-fluid model based on a lin-
earized Riemann solver. The construction of this
approximate Riemann solver uses an extension of
Roe's scheme. Extension to second order accurate
method is achieved using a piecewise linear approx-
imation of the solution and a slope limiter method.
For advancing in time, a linearized implicit inte-
grating step is used. In practice this new numerical
method has proved to be stable and capable of gen-
erating accurate non-oscillating solutions for two-
phase flow calculations. The scheme was applied
both to shock tube problems and to standard tests
for two-fluid codes.

1 Introduction
Computations of complex two-phase flows are required for
the safety analysis of nuclear reactors. These computations
keep causing problems for the development of best estimate
computer codes dedicated to design and safety studies of
nuclear reactors.

For the modelling of two-phase flows, several sets of
equations ranging in complexity from the homogeneous equi-
librium model to two-fluid models involving unequal pres-
sure for each phase, have been worked out. The model
considered here is a first order equal pressure six equation
two-fluid model. If we take the exception of the interfacial
pressure term, which contains partial derivatives, the other
terms of mass and momentum transfer between phases are
given by algebraic relationships. They will appear as source
terms of the model. The resulting model is a nonconser-
vative hyperbolic one, consisting in mass, momentum and
energy balance equations for each phase.

Most of the numerical methods used in two-phase flow
romputer codes are based upon semi-implicit finite differ-
ence schemes with staggered grids and donor-cell differenc-
ing; [1]. ["]. The main features of these schemes are their
efficiency and their robustness . However, these methods
have a large amount of numerical dissipation, giving poor
accuracy in smooth regions ot the flow. Moreover, disconti-
nuities are heavily smeared on coarse grids and ocsillations
appear when the grid is refined.

Here, we present a numerical method for two-phase flow
computations, which is based on approximate Riemann solvers,
(t uses the solution of a one dimensional Riemann problem
at cell interfaces to define, on a non-staggered grid, back-
ward and forward differences of the spatial derivatives. This
method, which makes use of the characteristic directions
within the framework of a conservative method, was first
proposed by Godunov to solve gas dynamics equations [2].
It was extended to a homogeneous two-phase flow model
using an extension of Roe's method [10].

In Section 2.. we present the two-phase flow model to
which numerical solutions are considered, and we look at
the hyperbolicity of this model. Section 3. is devoted to
the description of the numerical method. In section 4. we
give some numerical results for shock tube problems and
standard two-phase flow problems proposed as benchmarks
for two-fluid computer codes.

2 Two-Phase Flow Model

2.1 Basic Two-Fluid Model
The basic system of equations for the two-fluid nonequi-
librium model consists in two phasic mass equations, two
phasic momentum equations, and two phasic energy equa-
tions. The development of such equations for the two-phase
process has been recorded in the standard reference [4].

dx{pkaku\)

= akPkB +

akdxp

? + F'k

d,{phakHk) -

I0rak

= Q'k + Q'k

Hi

with Hk = hk + ^f and tk = hk — —. Here the subscript k
refers to the vapor phase ih = e) or the liquid phase I k = /|.
The nomenclature is as follows: a is the void volume fraction
| o , -rat — 1). p is the phasic density, u is the phasic velocity.
f is the phasic internal energy and h is the phasic enthalpy.

In the right hand side of Equation (11. I" represents the
interphasemass exchange. F'k represents the wall drag force.
F'k is the interphase drag force. Q^ is the wall heat flux. Q\.



is the interphase heat exchange and B represents the body
forces (usually gravity). The two phases are assumed to be
at the same pressure.

2.2 Hyperbolicity of the Two-Fluid Model
It is well known that the basic two-fluid model leads to a
non hyperbolic system. In order to get a hyperbolic system,
we add a differential term / in the momentum equations.
The interface pressure term / must be defined consistently

in the physical situation of interest [3]. Here we consider
the following form

/ = pidTav with p, = avpi6(uv - ui)2

where the pressure coefficient <5 will be defined so as to ob-
tain a hyperbolic system. A similar formulation has been
used in [6].

We recall that the system is hyperbolic, if for any state
belonging to the set n of physical states, all the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix are real. To determine these eigen-
values, we consider the system 1. with a right hand side set
to zero, that we write in the following nonconservative form.

dtavpv + dxavpvuv = 0

dtuv -

dtui H

dthv •

d,h,H

i + dxaipiut = 0

f uvdxuv + j^dxp +

h uidxut + j^dxp + ;

f uvdxhv - -^ {dtp -

-Uidxh,- 7-(5(P +

f uvdxp)

u,dxp) =

u = o
= 0

= 0

0

(2)

The eigenvalues are independent from the variables choosed
to write the system 1. So we choose the nonconservative
variables V = (av,p, uv,ui, hv,hi), and we get
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and
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(5)

The eigenvalues are given by the determinant det{A{W) -
A,40(ir)j. A straightforward calculation leads to the follow-
ing characteristicpolynomial

with

Q(\) = (uv- X)(u, -X)P(X)

(uv - A)2 (ui - A)2

- avpi(ut-X)2 - atpv(uv - X)2

+ p, f l - ^ ( U v - A ) 2 - ^ ( u , - A ) 2

where Cv and Ci are the sound speed in the vapor and the
liquid phase, defined by

dp +
 Pvdhv'

cr2 = dpi 1 dpi

dp pi dh,

This characteristic polynomial has two trivial roots A = u,,
and A = u; which corresponds to the characteristic velocities
of the phasic energy equations. The four other roots are
given by P{X).
We expect to found two roots in the neighborhood of the
phasic velocities and two roots depending on an average
speed of sound. Before to give a first order approximation
of these roots, we discuss the case of an homogeneous two-
fluid model, without interface pressure term. In this case,
the two phases have the same velocity and the characteristic
polynomial has the following limit

- (avpi + atpv)(u - A)2

This latter polynomial has four real roots

Ai = u - Cm A2 = A3 = u A4 = u + Cm

where Cm is the average speed of sound in the two-phase
mixture, given by

C2 =

We deduce that the linearized system is always hyperbolic if
the two phases have the same velocity (even without correc-
tive terms like the interface pressure term). For a two-fluid
model including unequal phase velocity, we assume that the
relative velocity between the two phases is much lower than
the speed of sound of the two-phase mixture. This is the

case in many physically interesting configurations, for ex-
ample for steam and water in a vertical pipe.

Consequently, we introduce the small parameter £. given
by the dimensionless relative velocity £ = ";.""'. and we
use a perturbation method to find approximations of the
roots of the polynomial P{\). Thus, we prove that the
simple roots Aj and A4 remain real, and the multiple roots
A2 and A3 split into two distinct real roots, provided that the
interface pressure coefficient 6 is greater than a minimum
value to = — i i £ x—•
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3 The Numerical Method

3.1 Explicit Scheme based on Approxi-
mate Riemann Solvers

From an original idea proposed by Godunov [2] for gas dy-
namic calculations, an efficient way to define upwind nu-
merical fluxes is to solve local one dimensional Riemann
problems at cell interfaces

+

= 0

L'(x.O) = U<(x < Xj.l/2) Hx.O) = U)(x > *>_,
(6)

where F(U) is the inviscid flux in the x-direction normal to
the cell interface dfi;_i/2 located at x = 1,-1/2 and U is the
vector of conservative variables.

In the one dimensional case, the approximate solution
£/'+1. at time t + At, is obtained by piecing together these
Riemann problem solutions

ur =
^ '

where Ue (* *£112. Uf, Uf) is the exact solution of the Rie-
mann problem (6). In practice solving the above nonlin-
ear Riemann problem may be difficult and time consuming
because it typically requires some iterations for nonlinear
equations. However, most of the structure of the exact so-
lution to the Riemann problem is not used, due to the av-
eraging process over each grid cell. This suggests to use
approximate Riemann solvers to build more efficient Go-
dunov type numerical methods. One of the most popular
approximate Riemann solver, currently in use in aerody-
namics problems, is due to Roe [9].

To solve the nonlinear Riemann problem (6) for hyper-
bolic systems of conservation laws. Roe introduces a local
linearization

(8)
£•(*.0) = L'j{x < Xj-w) f(x.O) = U](x > x,.U2)

where the matrix A (Uf.U'). known as the Roe averaged
matrix, is some Jacobian matrix depending on the initial
states i'l and I'], and satisfing the jump condition

However, for two-fluid models. Roe's method does not ap-
ply since the basic system is not written under a conser-
vative form. Consequently, we use a weak formulation of
Roes approximate Riemann solver which does not require
a conservative form [10]. Precisely, we consider the following
numerical scheme

where U3 {* Zj^n--Ut
l,^]) ' s a n approximate solution to

the nonlinear Riemann problem (6) that is an exact solution
to the following linear problem

dtU + A (t/,«. L'l)4dtU = 0

C(X.O) = L'!(X < ! ; _ , „ ) U(X,O) = L"}(X > X,-

(10)(
Now. the matrix A (iff, Uj"j is also depending on a smoth
path $ (s, £','. Tj') linking the two states Cj and U] in the
states space:

This generalized Roe averaged matrix must satisfy the jump
condition

( i n
which is a generalization of Roe's condition. We refer the
reader to [10] for more details on this formulation of Roe's
approximate Riemann solver and its application to nonlin-
ear hyperbolic systems.

In practice, to construct such a linearized matrix, we in-
troduce a parameter vector W and a canonical path defined
by

$ (s. 67, U'}) = 0o (»>_, + s( W, - W,_,)) (12)

where u>0 is a smooth function such that wo{W) = U and
.40(W) = HJ£ is a regular matrix for every state W.

Following Roe. to derive this parameter, we look for a
set of new variables u>, such that most of the conservative
variables can be written as some quadratic function of the
variables w,. This leads to the following parameter vector

IV =

From (12) we deduce

and



L'sing the above equations and condition (11), we get the
definition of the Roe averaged matrix associated to the path
(12)

with

and

= f Ao ds (14)

c,~-U2 = fQ AA0 + s (w; - w;)) ds (15)

Once the Roe averaged matrix has been constructed, the
linear Riemann problem is relatively easy to solve by using
the eigenvalues tf-i/2 and the eigenvectors /?*_,/2 of the
matrix A (Uf. L'j) . If we decompose

>1k R k

then

is both the exact solution of the linear Riemann problem
and an approximate solution of (6). Equivalently,

where the sum is over all the eigenvalues for which A*_1/2 >
£. Substituting this approximate solution into (9), and set-
ting £ = r"J^~'/2 in the first integral and £ = r " ^ ' ^ in the
second one, we obtain

• 1 ~ J

fa* ~
with the negative and the positive part of the Roe-averaged
matrix defined by

where A*J"1/2 is the diagonal matrix containing the nega-
tive and the positive part of the eigenvalues and R~i\/2

 ancl
Rj-\I2 are matrices which contain the right and left eigen-
vectors of the matrix A,_i/2.

3.2 Implicit Linearized Scheme
The implicit scheme may be written in the following form

it

This set of equations is positive because all the matrix
roerficients involved have non-negative eigenvalues. In order
to eet r,F1+I for all control volumes, one formally needs to
solve a set of nonlinear algebraic equations iteratively. The
iterations needed to solve this system of nonlinear equations.
at each time step, can make the ability to take larger time
-;teps useless.

To obtain an efficient implicit algorithm, we linearize the
nonlinear system 116) and use new unknowns

6U, = UTl-U? (17)
Then, substituting (17) into (16), and using a first order
approximation for the source terms

we get a block tridiagonal linear system to solve at each
time step.

For steady-state calculations, this implicit scheme allows
to take large time steps to reach the steady solution after a
pseudo-transient computation. Since variations of the Roe
averaged matrix coefficients between two time steps lead to
second order variation for the solution, it turns out that it
is not necessary to update the matrix of the linear system
at each time step to achieve a good convergence towards the
same steady solution. Consequently it is possible to signifi-
cantly reduce CPU time by saving the preconditioned form
of the matrix and using it for several time steps.
On the other hand, for transient calculations, the lineariza-
tion of the nonlinear system (16) may give inaccurate time
dependent solutions. Thus, for transients calculations, a
two step method is used. The first step (predictor) com-
putes an approximation of the solution by estimating the
linearized matrices at the previous time. The second step
uses this estimation to compute fluxes and to solve exactly
the balance equations.

3.3 Second Order Scheme
Godunov type numerical schemes are monotone and first
order accurate methods. Hence they converge in a nonoscil-
latory manner to the unique entropy weak solution. How-
ever, they give poor accuracy in smooth regions of the flow.
For computations with a coarse meshing, it is necessary to
have a second order accuracy for the numerical fluxes. The
basic idea is to generalize Godunov's method by replacing
the piecewise constant representation of the solution by a
more accurate piecewise linear representation. From the
data ({"'. C'j we construct a piecewise linear function i'(x).
Then at the interface XJ-J/J we have states on the left and
right from the two linear approximations in each neighbor-
ing cells:

I I S )

Here a, is a vector of slopes on the cell j which is based on
the conservative variables of the neighbors j — 1 and j + 1.
If we make the natural choice

for the slopes, the method reduces to the second order Lax-
VVendroff method [5]. This is a poor choice of slopes because
Lax-Wendroff method produces oscillations near discontinu-
ities. We can rectify this by applying a slope limiter to (19).
which reduces the value of this slope near discontinuities and
extreme points



Ax
(20)

This slope limiter is typically designed to ensure that the
method is total variation diminishing (TV'D method). One
simple choice of limiter satisfying the TV'D property is the
so-called minmod limiter. A second order accurate approxi-
mation is then obtained by solving the Riemann problem at
each cell interface, with left and right states given by (18).

4 Preliminary Results

Various one dimensional test problems have been computed
to validate both the explicit and the implicit schemes previ-
ously detailed. In this section, we present numerical results
for two numerical benchmarks concerning a two-phase shock
tube problem and the water faucet problem.

4.1 Two-Phase Shock Tube
This problem consists in a Riemann problem for the two-
fluid model with the left and right states defined as follows

• Left state given by : aL = 0.25. PL = 20MPa, u£ =
1 f 1, A* = 3Q92.7KJ/Kg, hf- =

g
uf =0ms

133S.2KJ/Kg.

• Right state given by : aR = 0.1. PR = lOMPa.
u* = 0ms"1. u,R = 1ms-1, A« = 3Q99.9KJ/Kg,
/if = imAKJ/Kg.

The computations have been done with 300 nodes and
using an interface pressure term 6 = aSo with <r = 1.01 and
a = 10. The solution is composed by seven constant states
separated by contact discontinuities, rarefaction waves or
shock waves. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the pressure and
the void fraction profile for the two cases. We remark that
the pressure is constant through the waves associated to the
eigenvalues A7 to A5. Moreover the characteristic velocities
of the first and the sixth wave are not very sensitive to the
interface pressure term. Figure 3 shows the vapor velocity

i t ?

Fisure 1: Shock Tube Problem (pressure)

for the two values of the coefficient a. For the velocities,
both the intermediate states and the characteristic veloci-
ties are strongly dependent on the interface pressure term.
Figure 4 shows that the total energy profile is composed by
seven constant states separated by six waves. However, the
propagation velocities of the second and third waves being
close to each other for 6 close to d0, these waves are not well
separated for a = 1.01
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Figure 3: Shock Tube Problem (vapor velocity)
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4.2 Gravity Dominated Flow

This test, proposed by Ransom [8] consists in a vertical wa-
ter jet. contained within a cylindrical channel, that is accel-
erated under the action of gravity. At the initial state, the
pipe is filled with a uniform column of water surrounded
by stagnant vapor, such that the void fraction is 0.2 and



Figure 5: Water Faucet Problem (transient) Figure 6: Water Faucet Problem (convergence!

the column has a uniform velocity of 10ms"1 and a uniform
pressure of 105Pa. The boundary conditions are specified
velocities of lOms"1 for the liquid and Oms"1 for the vapor
at the inlet, and constant pressure at the outlet. This ana-
lytical solution was used as a code test in [8]. As illustrated
on Figure 5. a void wave develops and is propagated at liq-
uid velocity. Once the void wave exits the pipe, a steady
void profile is established. The calculation was carried out
until a steady-state is reached, with 96 nodes. The interface
pressure term was equal to 6 = crSo with a = 1.01. In order
to test the convergence and the stability character of the
scheme, computations have been made using a discretiza-
tion with 12. 24, 48, 96, 192 and 768 cells. Figure 6 gives
the void fraction profile for the various discretization. An
interesting feature of these results is that there is no oscilla-
tions at the discontinuity of the void fraction, which clearly
demonstrate the ability of the numerical scheme to capture
discontinuities.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a new numerical method for transient
and steady state two-phase flow calculations which marks a
change from the standard approach which consists in semi-
implicit scheme based on doner cell diffrencing and stag-
gered grids. The important features this numerical method
possesses are:

- upwind numerical fluxes on a non staggewred grid
based upon an approximate solution of the Riemann
problem at cell interfaces.

- second order accuracy in smooth regions of the flow
and the absence of spurious oscillations in the com-
puted solution as the grid is refined (TVD property).

- linarized conservative implicit step allowing us to take
large time steps and to construct an efficient steady
state algorithm.

Moreover, it is possible to generalize this numerical method
to a three dimensional six equation two-fluid model in a nat-
ural way. using a finite volume method and an approximate
Riemann solver at cell interfaces.
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